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ABSTRACT
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This paper describes the design of an artificial neural network (ANN) control
with power sharing control abilities of a new proposed double-input boost
power converter (DIBC). The goal of this research is to model and design a
high effectiveness and great performance double-input power converter for
renewable energy applications. First, an artificial neural network controller
design which is flexible versus a variable input voltage resource and variable
load (to achieve the line regulation test and load regulation test) is proposed.
Lastly, the suggested concept has been validated through experimentally on
the laboratory prototype by using DSP TMS320F28335 real-time digital
control. The experimental outcomes emphasize the authenticity of the
suggested topology, which can be promising a novel topology that includes
double-input power converter appropriate for renewable energy application
systems.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Global warming and the depletion of the non-renewable resource have highlighted the importance of
renewable electric power technologies. Coal and fuel electric power generators have significant impacts on
world energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions. Thus, solar array and the wind turbine have
become important sources of renewable electric energy. They offer many advantages as a quiet, clean, free,
never-ending source and requiring little maintenance. For this reasons, the demand for alternative electric
energy sources is increasing each year.
The single input direct current converters are linked to the electrical source like the normal battery,
wind turbine, and other resource power with (I-V) characteristic and output port can be joint with direct
current in-parallel or in-series [1]–[5]. Thus, diverse power resources can be conjoined either in-parallel [6],
[11], [12] or in-series [13]–[15], [21] with the electrical-linked multi-input converters topology. However, the
major constraint of the input resource topology linked in-parallel configuration is mandatory of input
resource to asymmetric at the same time, one input resource supply power to the electrical load to shun
power from the coupling impact. The series connection the input resources are important to supply power at
same time. Thus, in-series arrangement, using one power diode, for each input resource enable avert, other
input voltage resource to shape the parallel-connections configuration, that the excess number of electronics
component [18]–[20].
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Notwithstanding, these arrangements have feebleness such as costly, massive and intricate in design.
As well decrease the effectiveness and thoroughness of the complete system. Thus, the single power
converter with multi-input had been proposed [23], superseding the multi-single input converters. Multi-input
converter offering simple and extra combined designing well decreasing the value and the systems
complication. Furthermore, the effectiveness of energy allocation boosts dependable at the regulator output
voltage [5], [6].
Several isolations and non-isolation configuration on multi-input power converters have been
introduced in [6]–[17]. The electrical-connected circuits are suited to non-isolation topologies whilst the
magnetism-connection circuit related to that isolation configuration. In magnetism-connection circuits, power
diversion from resources to electrical load is accomplished by using the flux mechanism and time domain
multiplexing [8]. Thus, the requirement of the more surrounding circuit and the transformation requirements
performed the magnetism-connection circuits intricate, hugely, and costly as well as rising the circuits
parameters dependency [5], [9], [10] while electrical-connected circuits have a modular structure, diminished
cost and does not use the transformation method, thence this non-isolation circuits more attractive and highly
diminish the issue related with magnetism-connection circuit.
In the past years, the controller for the PWM switching control is restraining to ProportionalIntegral
Differential (PID) controller [22]. The controller often implemented to the power converter deu to of the
simplicity. But, applied of this control topology to the nonlinear plants of the power converter will afford
from the electrical dynamic response of the power converters the output voltage regulations [24].

2.

STRUCTURE OF ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK CONTROL DESIGN
In the designing of the artificial neural network controller topology, several pieces of information
related to the application are wanted . Substantially, numbers of inputs and outputs neurons for each of layer
are similar to numbers of inputs and outputs connection control signals of the designing structure
respectively. Design of suggested artificial neural network controller of the proposed multi-input power
converter is described in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Structure of ANN control topology

Depend on the numbers of (neurons) in each of layer of the suggested artificial neural network
controller structure, the proposed network contains a (1-3-1) neurons as a structural design. The input layer
has neurons with several inputs.The input neuron represents the error- signal which results from the variation
between the desired signal and the actual signal.
The weight (jth) and (ith) neurons at (mth) layer is provided by (wij), whilst bias variabels of the same
layer at (ith) neuron is provided by (bmi). The transfer function of the network at (tth) neuron in (mth) layer is
specified as
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(1)
The represented output represented the function of each neuron at (mth) layer is specific by

aim = f

m

( nim )

(2)

f represents the activation function of the neuron. In the structure, the activational function for
output layer and hidden layer are unity and a (tangent hyperbolic function) respectively. The activation
function is specified as
(3)
For updating processes of the weight and bias variables are specified by
(4)

(5)
Where : k represents the sampling time,
α represents the learning rate,
F represents the performance index function of the network.
When the network structure is modeled, next process is defining the learning model in order to
updating the network variables. Basically, in a learning mode of the neural network control, an adequate
training data (input-output) mapping data of the application is wanted. Thus, the online learning
backpropagation algorithm is developed. The achievement sum of square error is specified as the following
equations
(6)
(7)
Where, (ti) represents the target signal
(ai) represents the output signal on last layer.
The gradient descent of the performance index is specified as the following equation:
(8)
The sensitivity parameters of the network is specifed as
(9)

(10)
Gradient the transfer function is specific as the following equation:
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(11)
By substitution the equation (9) and (11) into (4) the updating connection parameters is specific by:
(12)
With the same technique the updating bias parameters is specific by:
(13)

3.

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS RESULTS
A prototype of the proposed double-input boost converter has been designed as shown in Figure 2.
so as to validated the electrical capacity, efficiency, and performance of the proposed. The proposed
converter has been developed with a lower power experimental setup. The generating of switching pulses
signals and real-time integrating had been accomplished with DSP TMS320F28335 real time-digital control.
The parameters of this double-input power converter are described in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of the Designed Power Converter
Parameters
Vin1

Value
24 V

Vin2

12 V

d1

75 %

d2

75 %

d3

25 %

d4

25 %

L1

8 mH

L2

8v

C

470 v

f (S1 & S2)

10 kHz

f (S3 & S4)

20 kHz

VOut

54 V

R

10 Ω

DC Input voltage
Load

Gate driver
circuit

PC

DSP

Voltage
divider circuit

(DIBC)

Figure 2. Hardware prototype of the suggested double-input boost power converter

Substantiate the process of open loop double-input power converter operation, suggested control is
performed, and various experimental processes are behaving on a closed loop double-input power converter
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operation to examine the execution of control for the line regulations and load regulations test. The outcomes
of the experiments for the experimental procedure model in Figure 3 and Figures 4, explain the dynamic
range response of closed loop power double-input power converter when a step changing occurs in
parameters.

Figure 3. Line regulation: output voltage waveform of the input avarage currents experimental showing
dynamic range response of (DIBC) when V1 stepped down the average voltage from 24 V to 18 V

Figure 4. Load regulation: output voltage waveform and average value of input currents experiments results
showing the dynamic response of (DIBC) when load stepped-down from 20 Ω to 10 Ω
Figure 3; illustrate (line regulation) of closed loop power converter experimental outcomes when
first voltage source (V1) is stepped-down from 24 to 18 V. The rate of the energy pulled from both resources
and the full outcome energy does not alteration during the operations , consequently the decrease of energy
being provided by the first resource due to reducing voltage is recompensed by rising the current pulled from
this resource; therefore, as shown in Figure. 3, the current pulled from first resource raised, while the current
pulled from the second resource keep fixed. In this situation, the transient dynamic range response in output
voltage as shown in above Figure is successful and effective.
Figure 4, presents the load regulation of closed-loop converter experimental outcomes when the load
stepped. The output average power is raised, consequently, the input power is raised as well. Given that the
proportion of the power pulled from both resources is fixed, the current pulled from both resources are raised
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accordingly. In this situation as in the previous status, the result transient range in the outcome output voltage
shown up in above Figure is rather negligible.

4.

CONCLUSION
A neural network with sharing of the power control for a proposed power converter had been
designed and implemented in this paper. The artificial neural network controller model was designed for the
proposed double-input converter. The designing control technique has been implemented on a prototype of
multi-input boost power converter, and adequate experimental outcomes have been provided to verify the
performance of the proposed design. The results showed that the proposed converter is adept for energy
variegation from different energy sources. In addition, the proposed artificial neural network controller
design is adaptive against input voltage and load disturbances to provide a good line regulation and load
regulation dynamic response when the change occurs in parameters.
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